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This paper is concerned with cycle rank (or, as sometimes called, cycle 
complexity) of finite transition graphs, anotion which was introduced by Eggan 
in connection with the notion of star height of regular events. Certain basic types 
of transformations on transition graphs are introduced and their effect on the 
cycle rank of the graphs is investigated. It is then shown that any transition 
graph G can be converted, by a finite series of such transformations, into an 
equivalent non-deterministic state graph (i.e., transition graph without any 
empty-word transitions) which has no more nodes than G and no higher cycle 
rank. A stronger version of Eggan's Star Height Theorem follows. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of cycle rank of finite transition graphs was first introduced by 
Eggan (1963) in connection with the star height of regular events. In that 
paper Eggan has established the close relationship between these two concepts 
by proving that the star height of any given regular event R does not exceed 
the cycle rank of any transition graph recongizing R, and moreover, that there 
exists at least one transition graph recognizing R whose cycle rank coincides 
with the star height of R. This result is known as Eggan's Star Height 
Theorem. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain a stronger version of 
Eggan's theorem by showing that for any regular event R of star height k 
(k ~ 1, 2,...), there can be constructed a non-deterministic state graph 
(i.e., transition graph without empty-word transitions) of cycle rank k 
recognizing the event R. This is done via the study of certain rank-non- 
increasing transformations on transition graphs, by which an arbitrary 
transition graph is transformed into an equivalent non-deterministic state 
graph without increasing its cycle rank. 
The paper is divided into five sections. The basic definitions and notation 
are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 two basic types of transformations 
on digraphs are defined and their effect on the cycle rank of the graphs is 
investigated. In Section 4 similar transformations are applied to transition 
graphs in developing a finite procedure for the elimination of all A-transitions 
(i.e., transitions labelled by the empty word )~) from any given graph. First, 
all loops labelled by ~ are removed from the graph; then the remaining 
A-transitions are removed one by one and replaced by some other transitions, 
resulting in a graph with the same set of nodes, equivalent to the given one 
and with no higher cycle rank. Thus any transition graph can be converted 
into an equivalent non-deterministic state graph without increasing the 
number of nodes nor the cycle rank. This result yields the stronger version 
of Eggan's Star Height Theorem, according to which the star height of a 
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regular event equals the smallest cycle rank of all non-deterministic automata 
accepting the event. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with deterministic and non- 
deterministic finite automata, regular events and their basic properties 
(Rabin and Scott, 1958; McNaughton and Yamada, 1960) and is directed to 
(Eggan, 1963) and (McNanghton, 1969) for general background and moti- 
vation for this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Digraphs and Cycle Rank 
DerlNITIO~I 2.1. A finite directed graph (or simply digraph) is an ordered 
pair D --~ (N, B), where N is a finite set of nodes and B _C N × N is the set 
of branches of D. An element (m, n) of B is a branch from m to n and will be 
usually denoted by b~.  m is the initial node and n --  the terminalnode ofb~.  
A path p in D is any finite sequence bib 2 ... bk of branches bi ~ B, i = 1,..., k, 
k ~> 0, such that the terminal node of bi is the initial node of bi+l, 
i = 1, 2,..., k --  1. p is a path from m to n if m is the initial node of b 1 and n 
is the terminal node of b k . re(n) is the initial node (terminal node) of the path p. 
I f  k ~ 0 then the path is null. I f  a non-null path p has the same initial and 
terminal node, then p is called a loop. 
Let Pl and P2 be two non-null paths in D such that the terminal node of pl 
is the initial node of p2, i.e. 
P l  -~  b~ln~b~n3 "'" bnk~+l and P2 • bnk+lnk+~ . . . .  bnznz+t , 
where l > k > O; their concatenation is the path 
PlP2 = bnln2bn2n~ "'"bn~nk+lbnk+lnk+~ "'" bmnz+l. 
Let D = (N, B) and let n ~ N. Denote by B(n) the set of all branches in B 
which contain n as either a terminal node or as an initial node. For any N '  C N 
define 
D- - [N ' ]  = (N - -N ' ,B - -  U B(n)) 
~ N  t 
/ 
For any node n E N in D, define "~'D(n) (or rr(n) when D is understood), 
the set of predecessors of n in D, by 
frO(n) ~ {n' ~ N I (n', n) E B} 
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and eD(n) (or a(n) when D is understood), the set of successors of n in D, by 
=D(n) = {n' e N I (n, n') ff B} 
A digraph D' ~ (N', B') will be called a subgraph 1 of D = (N, B) iff 
¢ vaN 'CN and D '=D- - [AT- -N ' ] .  A section of D is any strongly 
connected (s.c.) subgraph of D which is not properly contained in any other 
s.c. subgraph of D. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The (cycle) rank of a digraph (after Eggan, 1963): 
(a) Let D = (N, B) be a strongly connected igraph. The rank, r(D), 
of D is defined inductively as follows: 
(i) r(D) = 1 iff there exists a node n e N such that D --  In] contains 
no s.c. subgraph. 
(ii) r(D) -~ h iffr(D) is not less than k and for some n e N all sections 
of D --  [n] have rank at most k --  1. 
(b) Let D ~- (N, B) be any digraph. Define r(D) = 0 iff D has no 
s.c. subgraph and 
r(D) = max{r(D') [D' a section of D} 
otherwise. 
Thus the rank of a digraph is a measure of the nestedness of its loops. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let D = (N, B) be a s.c. digraph. A node n e Nis  called 
a cycle center of D iff r(D -- In]) < r(D). Now let D be any digraph. Then n 
is a cycle center of D iff n is contained in a section S of D such that r(S) = r(D) 
and n is a cycle center of S. 
The next three propositions are direct consequences of the above 
definitions. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let D = (N, B) be a s.c. digraph. Then r(D) : k >/ 1 
iff (a) there exists a node n in D such that r(D -- [n]) = k --  1, and (b) for all 
m e N,  r (D - -  [m]) ~k- -  1. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. I f  D = (N, B) and D' ~ (N', B') are two digraphs uch 
that N '  C N and B' C B then r(D') <~ r(D). 
1 The word "subgraph" has restricted use here. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let n be a cycle center of a s.c. digraph D. Then 
r(D -- In]) = r(D) -- 1. 
DEFINITION 2.4. For any digraph D = (N, B), define D r, the dual of D, 
to be the digraph D T = (37, Br), where B r ~ {(n', n) ] (n, n') ~ B}. 
Transition Graphs and State Graphs 
Throughout his paper let A denote a fixed finite alphabet and assume A, 
6 A. Let A denote the empty word over alphabet A, 2~ - -the empty event 
and A*- - the free monoid generated by A. The regular expressions considered 
in this paper are restricted, i.e., with operators union (u), concatenation(.) 
and star (*) only. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A (finite) transition graph over alphabet A is a quadruple 
G = (N, B L , N1, Nz) where N is a finite set of nodes, BL,  the set of labelled 
branches (or simply branches) of G, is a subset of N × (A u {A}) × N and 
N1, N~ are subsets of N. N 1 is the set of initial nodes and N~--the set of 
terminal (or final) nodes, of G. An element (nl, x, nz) of B L is called a branch 
from n 1 to n 2 labelled by x, or, alternatively, an x-transition from n 1 to n~. 
For any branch b --~ (nl, x, n2) in BL,  nl(n~) is the initial node (terminal node) 
of b. 
A path p in G is any finite sequence of branches bib 2 .'. b~, bi ~ BL, 
i = 1,..., k, k /> 0, such that the terminal node of b, is the initial node of bi+l, 
i ~ 1,..., k - -  1. I fk  > 0, m is the initial node orb 1 and n is the terminal node 
of b~, then p is a path from m to n, m is called the initial node, and n--the 
terminal (or final) node, ofp.  For any n ~ N, let e n denote the null path with 
initial and terminal node n. A path from a node n to itself is a loop on n; a loop 
of length one is a self-loop and a loop all of whose branches are labelled by A is 
a A-loop. Denote the set of all paths of G by P(G). 
DEFINITION 2.6. Let w = ala 2 "" am be a word over alphabet _//, and let 
p -~ bib 2 "" b~ be a path in a transition graph G = (N, B L , N1, N~) 
(over A). We say that w is spelledout byp iffk >/m and there exists a sequence 
1 ~ J l  < j2  < "'" < jm ~ k such that for all i = 1,..., m, bj, is a branch 
labelled by ai,  and all other branches b,, t =/=]'1 ,...,Jm , are labelled by A. 
The empty word w = A is spelled out by any path all of whose branches are 
labelled by A, and by any null path. 
A path p in G = (N, BL,  N1, N~) is an admissible path iff the initial node 
ofp belongs to N 1 and the final node ofp is in N2. A word w ~ A* is accepted 
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by G iff w is spelled out by at least one admissible path of G. The set of all 
words accepted by G is called the event accepted (or recognized) by G, and is 
denoted by R(G). Two transition graphs G and G' are equivalent if 
R(G) -~ R(G'). 
DEFINITION 2.7. A transition graph without any A-transitions is a non- 
deterministic state graph. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let G = (N, BL, N1, N2) be any transition graph. 
Associate with G a digraph Do = (N, B), where B is the set of all pairs 
(na,ne) eN × N such that (nl, x,n~) eB  L for some xeA W {A}. D o is 
called the digraph associated with G. The (cycle) rank, r(G), of a transition 
graph G -~ (N, BL, N1, N2) is defined to be the rank of the digraph D o 
associated with G. 
Let G ~ (N, BL, N 1 , N,) and let N '  _ N. Define 
G - -  IN'] ---- (N -- N', BL -- BL', N1 -- N', N~ -- N') 
where 
BL' = {(m, x, n) L x a A U {A}, m E N '  or n ~ N'}. 
The dual of G=(N,  BL ,N1 ,N~)  is G T =(N,  BL T,N~,N1),  
BL r = {(m, x, n) [ (n, x, m) a Bz}. 
where 
Homomorphisms of Transition Graphs 
The next definition as well as Theorem 2.1 are due to McNaughton (1967). 
DEFINITION 2.9. A homomorphism from a transition graph G = 
(N, BL, N1, N~) onto a transition graph G' ~ (N', BL', NI' ,  N~') is a 
mapping¢ : N L) BL ~ N '  u BZ, which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) for every n e N, ¢(n) e N' .  
(b) for every (m, x, n) ~ BL, either 
or  
~b(m, x, n) = (~b(m), x, ¢(n)) ff BL' , 
¢(m, x, n) = ¢(m) ---- ~b(n) e N' .  
Let (], be a homomorphism from G onto G' as above. Extend ~ to a mapping 
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from P(G) into P(G') as follows: for every path p = bib ~ "." bk in G(b i ~ BL) , 
let ¢(p) = p'  = ¢(bil ) 6(bi2) ... ¢(bi), where 1 ~ i 1 < i s < "" < i, ~ h, for 
each t, 1 ~ t ~ r, ¢(bi, ) is a branch in G' and for all j, 1 ~< j ~ k and j  :/: i, 
for t = 1 ..... r, ¢(bj) is a node in G'. Clearly ¢(p) is a path in G'. Thus for 
every path in G there corresponds uniquely a path in G'. The converse, 
however, is not always true. 
A homomorphism $ from G to G' is a pathwise homomorphism iff for every 
path p'  in G' there exists a path p in G such that $(p) = p'.  
THEOREM 2.1 (McNaughton's Pathwise Homomorphism Theorem). I f  
there exists a pathwise homomorphism from G onto G', then r(G') ~ r(G). 
The next theorem will be used in the proof of the main result in Section 4. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ¢ be a pathwise homomorphism from G = ( N, BL , N1, N~) 
onto G' = (N', BL' , NI' , N~') such that (1) for each branch (m, x, n) ~ BL, 
¢(m, x, n) E N'  implies x = A, and (2) for all n', n" ~ N, ¢(n') = ¢(n") implies 
n' ~ Ni iff n" ~ Ni , and Ni' = ¢( Ni), i = 1, 2. Then G' is equivalent to G. 
Proof. Let w be any word accepted by G. Then there exists a path 
p = (nl, x I , n2) "-" (n~, xe, nk+l) admissible in G and spelling out w. Now if 
x i :/: h then by assumption, ¢(ni, x i ,  hi+l) = (¢(ni) , xi ,  ¢(ni+l) . Thus the 
path p'  = ¢(p) also spells out the same word w. Moreover, because of 
condition (2), p '  is also an admissible path in G' and it follows that G' accepts 
gO. 
Now let w' be any word spelled out by some admissible path p'  in G'. 
Since ¢ is a pathwise homomorphism, there exists a path p in G such that 
¢(p) - -  p'.  By the same argument as above p spells out the same word w'and 
is an admissible path in G. Hence w' is accepted by G as well. 
3. TRANSFORMATIONS ON DIGRAPHS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let D = (N, B) be a digraph and let m, n e N. Define 
two digraphs, Dl(m, n) and D~(m, n), as follows: 
Dl(m, n) = (N, B U {(m, n') ] n' e a(n)}) 
D2(m, n) = (N, B t3 {(m', n) [ m' e ~r(m)}). 
The following are direct consequences of the above definition. 
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LEMMA 3.1. r(D) ~ r(Di(m, n)) ~ r(D) + 1, i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 3.2. D~(m, n) ---- [(DT)I(n, m)] r. 
In the following lemmas, let D - -  (N, B) be a digraph and let n l ,  n 2 ~ N. 
LEMMA 3.3. (a) I f  there does not exist any path in D from n~ to n 1 then all 
sections of Di(nl , n2) are identical with those of D, i ~- 1, 2. 
(b) I f  n 1 and n 2 belong to the same section S of D, then T i = S~(nl , n~), 
where Ti is the section containing n I and n~ in Di(nl , n2) (i ~ 1, 2), and all 
other sections of Di(nl , n~) are identical with those of D. 
Proof. (a) By definition of Da(nl, n2) , the set of branches added to D to 
obtain Da(nl, n~) is B1 = {(nl, n') { n' ~ a(n~)}. Since all branches in B~ are 
incident to n l ,  all sections not containing n 1 remain unchanged when 
Da(nl, n~) is constructed, and the only section which can possibly be extended 
is the one containing nI . Thus let S and T be the sections containing n1 in D 
and Dl(nl ,  n2) respectively, or, if n 1 does not belong to any section of 
D(DI(nl, n2) then let S(T)  be the empty digraph. 
Now suppose S ~ T. Then either (i) there exists in T a node n o which is 
not contained in S, or (ii) S and T have the same set of nodes but T has a 
branch not contained in S. In case (i), let p be a minimum-length loop on n x 
in T passing through n o . Since p is not contained in S, the first branch of p 
must be from B 1 ; thus p = bnl ~, • p', where n' ~ aD(n2). But then the path 
p" = b~ n, • p'  is a path in D from n~ to n l ,  which contradicts our assumption. 
As for case (ii), suppose b%,, ~ B 1 is a branch in T but not in S. Then n', 
which is a successor of n~ in D, is also contained in S. But this would again 
imply the existence of a path in S from n~ to n 1 . Hence case (ii) is also excluded 
and S ~- T. 
The proof for D2(nl, n2) follows by duality. 
(b) Since n 1 and n 2 are in the same section S of D, there exists in D 
a path pnln ~ from n 1 to n 2 . Let T 1 be the section of Dl(nl,  n2) containing n1 
and n2, and suppose n o is a node in T 1 but not in S. Then there exists in 
Dl(nl, n2) a loop p on n 1 passing through n o such thatp  = b~,~, • p', wherep'  
is a path in D and b~,  E B 1 . But then p" = p%~ • bn2 n, • p" is a loop in S 
passing through no, which is a contradiction. 
It  follows that S and T 1 have the same set of nodes. Thus T 1 is obtained 
from S by adding all branches of B~, whose terminal node belongs to S; 
hence T 1 = Sl(nl ,  n2). Clearly all other sections of D remain unchanged in 
Ol(nl , %). 
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The proof for i = 2 is obtained by duality. 
The next two lemmas follow directly from Lemma 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  there does not exist in D any path from n 2 to n 1 then 
r(Dl(n~ , n2)) = r(D2(nl , n2)) = r(D). 
I f  n~ and ns belong to the same section S o lD  and r(S)  < r(D) LEMMA 3.5. 
then: 
r(D~(nl , n2) ) = r(D~(n2 , nl) ) = r(D), i ~ 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 3.6. l f  n 1 is a cycle center of D then: 
r(Dl(nl , n~)) = r(De(n2 , ha) ) ---- r(D). 
Proof. Let S and T be the sections containing n 1 in D and 
D~(n~ , n2)(D~(n~ , n~)), respectively. Then by assumption r(S) = r(D) and 
r (S --  [nl] ) : r(S) - -  1. But by Lemma 3.3, S and T have a common set 
of nodes, and since D~(n~, n2)(D~(nz, n~)) is obtained from D by adding only 
branches incident to nl, S -  [nl]--~-T--[nil. Hence r (T - - [n l ] )=  
r(S)  --  1 and r (T)  = r(S).  Since all other sections of Dl(nl ,  n2)(D2(n2, nl)) 
are identical with those of D, we get 
r(Dl(nl , n2)) = r(D)(r(D~(nu , nl)) = r(D)). 
The next lemma follows from the definitions. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let n o be a node of D, n o ~ nl , n 2 . Then: 
(D  - -  [no]) ' (n  1 , n2) = D~(n l ,  n~) - -  [no], i = 1, 2 .  
THEOREM 3.1. Let D = (N, B) be a digraph and let n 1 , n 2 ~ N.  Then at 
least one of the following conditions must hoM: 
(i) r (D i (n l  , n~)) = r (D) ,  i = 1 and  i = 2.  
(ii) r(Di(n2 , nl) ) = r(D), i = 1 and i = 2. 
(iii) r(D~(na , n2) ) - -  r(D2(n2 , na)) = r(D). 
(iv) r(D2(nl , nz)) ~- r(Dl(n2 , nl) ) = r(D). 
Proof. We consider several cases: 
Case (a). There does not exist a path from n~ to n t (from n 1 to n~). Then 
by Lemma 3.4 condition (i)((ii)) must be satisfied. 
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Case (b). nlandnzare both contained in a section S of D and r(S) < r(D). 
By Lemma 3.5 all the above conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied. 
Case (c). nl(n~) is a cycle center of D. Then by Lemma 3.6 
condition (iii)((iv)) holds. 
Case (d). n 1 and n~ are contained in a section S of D, and there exists a 
cycle center n o :~ n I , n~ of S such that every path in S from na to n 1 (from n 1 
to n2) passes through n o . 
Let Ti be the section containing n 1 in Dt(nl, nz), i = 1, 2. By Lemma 3.3(b), 
Ti = S~(nl, n~). Now consider the graph S -  [no]. Clearly r (S -  [no] ) = 
r(S) - -  1. By Lemma 3.7 we have: 
s~(n~,  n~) - [no] = T~ - -  [n0] = (S  - -  [n0] / (n l ,  n~). 
Furthermore, since all paths of S from n2 to n 1 go through no, in S - -  [no] 
there is no path from n 2 to n 1 . Applying Lemma 3.4 to S - -  [no] we get: 
and hence 
r (S  - -  [n0] / (n l ,  n2) = ~(8  - -  [noD, / = 1, 2 
r (T~ - -  [no]) = r (S  - -  [no]) = ~(S)  - -  1. 
But then r(T~) ~ r(S), and since all other sections of Di(nl, n2) are identical 
with those of D, condition (i) holds. 
By interchanging n 1 and n~ in the above proof, we get condition (ii) for the 
symmetric ase. 
Case (e). n 1 and n~ are contained in the same section S of D such that 
r(S) = r(D), neither n t nor n 2 is a cycle center of S, and for every cycle 
center n o of S there exists in S - -  [no] a loop going through nl and n~. 
The proof is by induction on r(D). 
Basis. r(D) = 1. Then r(S) = 1 and if n o is a cycle center of S then  
r(S -- [no] ) = 0. Hence there cannot be any loop in S - -  [no] and the theorem 
is vacuously satisfied. 
Induction step. Suppose the theorem holds for aU graphs of rank k - -  1 
and let r(D) = k. Let n o be any cycle center of S; then r(S -- [no] ) ~ k - -  1. 
Now if S - -  [no] belongs also to Case (e), then by induction hypothesis one 
of the conditions (i)-(iv) holds for it. 
If, on the other hand, the graph S - -  [no] belongs to one of the cases (a)-(d), 
then it has been proved that one of the conditions (i)-(iv) must be satisfied 
for it. Now by an argument similar to the one in the proof for Case (d), 
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with the aid of Lemmas 3.3 and 3.7, it follows that the same condition out of 
(i)-(iv) must also hold for S. For instance, if condition (i) holds for S - -  [no] ,
then it will also hold for S, i.e., r(Si(nl, n2)) = r(T~) -- r(S), i = 1, 2. Thus 
the rank of the new section T~ replacing S in D~(nl, n2) is also k, and since by 
Lemma 3.3 the other sections of Di(nl, n2) remained unchanged, (i) will also 
hold for D. The proof for the other cases (ii)-(iv) is similar. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let D be the digraph on Fig. l(a). The graphs Dl(nl, ne), 
D~(nl, n2) , Dl(n2, nl) and D2(n~, nl) are shown on Fig. l(b), (c), (d) and (e), 
respectively. It  is easily seen that r(Dl(nl, n~)= r(D2(nl, n2) -~ 2 but 
(a) 
(b) 
Ficum~ 1 
) 
c) 
(e) 
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r(D:(n2, n: ) )= r(D~(n~, nl) ) = 1 = r(D). Thus condition (ii) is satisfied 
whereas conditions (i), (iii) and (iv) are not. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let D = (N, B) and n: , n2 G N such that (nl , n2) G B. 
Then either 
(A )  
or 
(B) 
Proof. 
r(D:(n: , n2) = r(D) 
r(D~(n~ , n~)) = r(D). 
Follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. ELIMINATION OF A-TRANSITIONS 
We now use the results of the last section to obtain a procedure for replacing 
all l-transitions in a given transition graph G by some other non-;~ transitions. 
The resulting graph will be a non-deterministic state graph, equivalent to G 
and of rank no greater than the rank of G. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A transition graph without any A-loops in it is called 
A-loop free. 
We first show that any transition graph G can be replaced by an equivalent 
t- loop free transition graph of no higher rank. Clearly all trivial t-loops of G 
can be removed without affecting its behavior. The non-trivial l-loops, 
however, will be eliminated via the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G = (N, BL, N : ,  N2) be any transition graph and let 
l = (nl, t, n~)(n~, I na) .." (n~, I, nl), k >7 2, be a t-loop in G. Then there 
exists a pathwise homomorphism from G onto an equivalent transition graph G', 
such that all nodes and branches of l are mapped onto a single node m. 
Proof. Let ¢ be a homomorphism from G onto a graph ¢(G) : G' = 
(N', BL', N:', N2' ) defined as follows: 
N'  : N - -  {n: ,  n 2 ,..., n~} L/{m} 
where m 6 N, 
4(h i )  = . . . . .  = m 
~(n) -~- n, n @ h i ,  i -= 1,..., k 
~(n i ,  t ,  hi+l) = m, i = 1,..., k - -  1 
q~(n~, I  nl) ---- m 
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and for all other branches (n, x, n') ~ BL , 
¢(n, x, n') = (¢(n), x, ¢(n')) 
and 
N~' ---- ¢(N0, i ~ 1, 2 
Let C = {n 1 , n~ ,..., n~}. Define two new sets of initial and terminal nodes 
in G by: 
,, IN~ if Ni t~ C =¢ 
Ni = Ni U C otherwise 
i ~ 1, 2, and let G" = (N, B L , N~', N~'). One can easily verify that G" is 
equivalent to G. Furthermore, the mapping ¢ is a pathwise homomorphism 
from G" to G'. To see this, letp' be any path in G'. Replace inp' any branch b i' 
entering m by a corresponding branch b i e ¢-l(bi' ) in G entering one of the 
nj's, say nt(1 ~ t ~< k). Then replace the succeeding branch b~+ 1 leaving m 
by a corresponding branch bi+l ~¢-1(b~+1) leaving one of the n~'s, say nr, 
preceded by the A-path from n t to nr • In this way one obtains a path p in G" 
such that ¢(p) = p'. Hence ¢ is a pathwise homomorphism. ByMcNaughton's 
Pathwise Homomorphism Theorem, r(G') <~ r( G") = r( G), and by 
Theorem 2.2 G' is equivalent to G", and hence to G. 
COROLLARY 4.1. For every transition graph G there can be constructed an 
equivalent A-loop free transition graph ~ such that r(G) <~ r(G). 
Proof. Using Lemma 4.1, eleminate all non-trivial A-loops from G, thus 
obtaining a sequence of pathwise homomorphisms applied to G and yielding 
an equivalent graph G. Then obtain G by removing all A-self-loops from G. 
Clearly ~ is equivalent to G and by McNaughton's Pathwise Homomorphism 
Theorem, r(~) ~< r(G). 
We now present aconstruction by which a single A-transition in a transition 
graph can be replaced by a set of some other transitions (some of which might 
be again labelled by A) in such a way that the rank of the graph will not be 
increased. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let G = (N, BL, N1, N~) be a transition graph and 
let m, n 6 N such that (m, A, n) e B L . Define two transition graphs, Gl(m, n) 
and G2(m, n) as follows: 
Gi(m, n) = (N, BL ~, N1 i, Nzi), i • 1, 2 
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where 
BL 1 = (B L k3 {(m, x, n') I (n, x, n') E BL , x ~ A k3 {)`}}) -- {(m, )`, n)} 
B1 ~ = (B L ~A {(m', x, n) ] (m', x, m) ~ BL , x ~ A u {)`}}) -- {(m, )`, n)} 
N~ ~ = N~ 
N~ = N~ 
t Nx U {n} if m e N 1 
Na2= (N1 otherwise 
t N2 k3 {m} if n e Nz 
N21= {N2 otherwise 
Note that if G has the ),-transition (m, A, n) and G r is the dual of G, 
then from the above definition it follows that (Gr)l(n, m) is the dual graph of 
G2(m, n). This duality will be used later in proofs. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G ~ (N, BL , N 1 , N2) be a A-loop free transition graph 
and let (m, A, n) E B L . Then: 
(1) GX(m, n) and G2(m, n) are A-loop free and equivalent to G. 
(2) Either r(GZ(m, n)) • r(G) or r(GZ(m, n)) ~ r(G). 
Proof. The second part (2) follows from the above definitions and 
Corollary 3.1. 
To prove (1), let w be any word accepted by G, which is spelled out by an 
admissible path p = bib 2 ... b k , k >/O, from some initial node n 1 in G to a 
terminal node in G. If k = 0 then p is also admissible in Gl(m, n). Otherwise 
modify p in the following way: for every bi, 1 ~ i < k, such that 
b i -~ (m,)`, n) and bi+ 1 -~ (n, x, n') for some n' ~ N and x ~ A u {h}, replace 
bibi+ 1 by b i' = (m, x, n'), which, by definition, is a branch of Ga(m, n). Since G 
is ),-loop free, bi+l ~ (n,)`, n) and hence bi' v a (m,)`, n). In addition, if b~ 
coincides with (m,)`, n) then b k can be simply removed from p since m must 
be in this case also a terminal node of Gl(m, n). The modified path obtained 
from p in this fashion is an admissible path in Gl(m, n) which spells out the 
same word w. Hence w is accepted by Gl(m, n) as well. Now let w' be a word 
accepted by Gl(m, n), spelled out by an admissible path p' in Gl(m, n). 
Reversing the process defined above, p' can be modified to an admissible 
path p in G which spells out w'. It follows that G and Ga(m, n) are equivalent. 
Furthermore, the existence of a )`-loop in Ga(m, n) would imply the existence 
of such loop in G, and hence Gl(m, n) is also )`-loop free. 
The proof for G~(m, n) is obtained by duality. Q.E.D. 
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Throughout he rest of this section, let G = (N, BL, N1, N2) be a fixed 
A-loop free transition graph. By the above lemma, every )`-transition (m, ~, n) in 
G can be replaced by some other transitions o that (after appropriate changes 
in the sets of initial and final nodes) the resulting graph is equivalent to G and 
has no higher rank. The construction of either Gl(m, n) or G2(m, n) will be 
referred to as a replacement of (m,)`, n) in G, or simply a l-replacement in G. 
A h-replacement is rank-non-increasing if the corresponding raph Gi(m, n) 
has rank no greater than r(G). The sets of branches replacing (m, I, n) in 
Gl(m, n) and G~(m, n) are, respectively: B 1 = {(m, x, n') ] (n, x, n') ~ BL} and 
B~ = {(m', x, n) t (m', x, m) e BL}. Note that some of the branches in B1, 
B~ might again be labelled by ;~. 
We shall now use the above result, namely that every A-transition in a 
Z-loop-free transition graph has at least one rank-non-increasing replacement, 
to develop a finite procedure by which all )`-transitions in G will be replaced 
by some other non-A transitions, so that the non-deterministic state graph 
obtained will be equivalent to G and of no higher rank. We need the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Define a binary relation ~a on the set of nodes N of G 
as follows: for any m, n ~ N, m ~a n iff there exists in G a non-null path 
from m to n spelling out the word I. Define m ~-~a n iff m ~a n or m = n. 
Since G is l-loop-free, <~a is a partial order on N. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let <a  be the binary relation on the set N × {),} × N 
defined by: (ml, t, ha) <a  (me,),, n2) iff either m z ~--<a ms and n 2 -~ n 1 or 
ml -~a m2 and n 2 do  nz- 
One can easily verify that <a is a partial order on N × {t} × N. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the transition graph G in Fig. 2 2. The partial 
order ~c  is: ~a  = {(P, m), (p, q), (q, m), (q, r), (p, r), (n, m), (n, r), (m, r)} 
and the restriction of do  to the set of all ),-transitions of G is: 
<a/(N × {I) × N) r3 BL = {((p, t, r), (p, t, m)), ((p, 1, r), (p,),, q)), 
((p,),, r), (m,),, r)), ((p, t, m), (p,),, q)), 
((p, ~, m), (q, t, m)), ((p, I, r), (q, t, m))}. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (m, A, n) ~ BL and let B i be the set of branches replacing 
2 The initial nodes of G are indicated by short unlabelled arrows pointing to the 
nodes and the terminal nodes of G are denoted by double circles. 
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(m, )t, n) is Gi(m, n), i = 1, 2. Then for any (m', )t, n') in Bi , (m', )t, n') <G 
(m, h, n). 
Proof. By definition, m" = m if (m', A, n') is in B1 and n' -~ n if this 
branch is in B 2 . In the former case (n,)t, n') ~ B L and hence n ~a n', and 
in the latter case (m',)t, m) E B L and thus m' ~c  m. In both cases we get 
(m', A, n') <a (m,)t, n). 
(a) 
(b) 
b <a b'. 
Proof. 
LEMMA 4.4. I f  G' is a transition graph obtained from G by a finite series of 
A-replacements hen: 
For any m', n' E N, m' ~a" n' implies m' <(~ n'. 
For any two )t-transitions b, b' ~ N × {)t} × N, b <~, b' implies 
It suffices to prove (a) and (b) only for the case when G' is obtained 
from G by a single h-replacement. The result then follows by induction. Thus 
assume that (m,)t, n) e BL and let G' = Gi(m, n) for i ~ 1 or 2. 
(a) For i = 1 : Let m' "<~a" n' for some m', n' e N. Then there exists in 
G' a non-null path p from m' to n' spelling out the word )t. I fp  is also a path 
in G then clearly m' <(an'. If, however, p is not a path in G, then p contains 
branches from the replacement of (m, h, n), which are of the form (m,)t, n'), 
where (n, h, n ' )e  BL. Replacing each such branch (m, t, n') in p by 
(m,)t, n)(n, )t, n'), one obtains a new path p' from m' to n', which is a path in G 
and spells out )t. Hence m' -<a n' as required. 
(b) For i=  1: Let b =(ml , ) t ,  nl), b' ~-(m2,)t,n~) and suppose 
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b' <a '  b. By definition, either m 2 ~--<G' ml and n 1 -ca '  n2, or m s -Ca' ml and 
nl %a '  n2- By part (a) we get in the former case m2 ~<~a ml and n 1 ~a n~ 
and in the latter case m 2 -ca ml and nl ~,a n2, both of which yield the 
result. The proof for i = 2 follows by duality. Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any transition graph G there can be constructed an 
equivalent non-deterministic state graph G' having no more nodes than G and 
no higher rank. 
Proof. We shall first prove the following assertion: 
(*) I f  G = (N, BL, N1, N~) is any A-loop free transition graph and if 
{bl, b 2 ..... b~} _C N × {h} × N (k --  1, 2,...) is any set of h-transitions (not 
necessarily in G), then G can be converted by a finite series of rank-non- 
increasing A-replacements into a graph (7 = (N, BL, N1, N~,) such that 
bi ~ BL for all i ---- l ..... k. 
The proof will be given by induction on k. The basis k = 1 follows directly 
from Lemma 4.2. Now suppose (*) holds for k -  1 where h > 1 and let 
{bl, b2 ,..., bk} be any set of A-transitions. One of these A-transitions, say bk, 
is a minimal element with respect o the partial ordering <a,  i.e., b i Ca be 
for i = 1,..., k - -  1. Now, applying the induction hypothesis to {bl,..., bk_l} ,
convert G by a finite series of rank-non-increasing A-replacements into a 
graph ~ which contains none of the branches b 1 .... , bk-1. I f  also be is not 
a branch of 0 then let G = G. Otherwise, replace b~ in 0 by a rank-non- 
increasing replacement, thus obtaining a new graph G, and let B be the set of 
branches replacing b~ in G. By Lemma 4.3, b <G be for any b ~ B. But by 
our assumption bi ~a b~ for all i = 1,..., k - -  1 and by Lemma 4.4(b) also 
bi~2Gbe for all i=  1,...,k-- 1. It follows that Br3{bl  .... ,bk} ~-¢  and 
hence G does not have any of the A-transitions bl .... , bk among its branches. 
This concludes the proof of (*). 
Now let G be any arbitrary transition graph. By Corollary 4.1 one can 
construct an equivalent A-loop free transition graph ~ such that r(G) ~ r(G). 
Now apply (*) to ~ and {b 1 ,..., be} = _~ × {h} × 2~, where _~ is the set of 
nodes of ~. The graph G' thus obtained satisfies all the requirements of the 
theorem. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let G be the transition graph shown in Fig. 3(a). The 
equivalent A-loop free graph ~, obtained from G by merging nodes m 1 and m s 
and removing a trivial A-loop on n, is shown in Fig. 3(b). One can see that 
r(G) = 3 whereas r (~)  = 2. Now, replacing the h-transition (n, A, p) by the 
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set of branches {(m, A, p), (q, h, p), (p, 3, p)), the graph G~ = O~(n, p) is 
obtained (Fig. 3(c)). Note that r(G1) = r(G) = 2, thus the replacement is 
rank-non-increasing; however, as the reader may verify, the second replace- 
ment here (i.e., the construction of~l(n, p)) would have been rank-increasing. 
Now G 1 has two new A-transitions (m, A, p) and (q, A, p); replace the latter by 
the branches (p, 2, p) and (q, 2, p), thus obtaining the graph G 2 = (Ga)Z(q, p) 
(Fig. 3(0)). Proceed by replacing (m, A, n) via the construction of 
Gz = (G~)l(m, n), and the replace (m, A, p) and (q, h, n) obtaining the graphs 
G 4 ~- (Ga)2(m, p) and G 5 = (G~)2(q, n), respectively (Fig. 3(e), (f), (g)). All 
these A-replacements are rank-non-increasing and the resulting raph G a has 
rank 2 and is indeed a non-deterministic state graph equivalent to G. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
DEFINITION 5.1. The apparent star height ha of a regular expression E is 
defined inductively: 
h,~(a) = 0 for a E A, h~(h) = h~(2~) = 0 
h,(E I u E~) -~ max{h~(E1), h~(E~)} 
h~(EIE2) = max{h~(E1), h~(E~)} 
h~(E*) = h~(E) + 1. 
The star height h(R) of a regular event R is defined by 
h(R) = min{h~(E) 1E is a regular expression denoting R}. 
The notion of star height was first defined by Eggan (1963). In his paper 
Eggan relates the star height of a regular event R with the rank of transition 
graphs accepting R via the following theorem. 
Eggan's Star Height Theorem. For any regular event R, 
h(R) = min{r(G) [G a transition graph recognizing R}. 
This theorem is proved by first employing the McNaughton-Yamada 
method (McNaughton and Yamada, 1960) to construct, for any given tran- 
sition graph G, a regular expression of apparent star height r(G) denoting the 
event R recognized by G. Then the construction by Ott and Feinstein (1961) 
is used to obtain a transition graph G~ of rank h(R) accepting the event R. 
Now by Theorem 4.1, GR can be converted into an equivalent non- 
deterministic state graph of rank h(R). This yields the following stronger 
version of the Star Height Theorem. 
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THEOREM 5.1 (Modified Star Height Theorem). For any regular event R, 
h(R) = min{r(G) [G a non-deterministic state graph recongizing R} 3. 
An interesting by-product  of Theorem 4.1 is related to the study of 
non-determinist ic automata presented in (Kameda and Wiener, 1968). In  that 
paper an algorithm for constructing non-determinist ic  automata with the 
smallest possible number  of states, recongizing a given event R, is presented. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, the same algorithm applies also for the 
more general problem of finding min imum-state  ransition graphs recognizing 
R. 
THEOREM 5.2. For every regular event R, the number of states in a minimum- 
state non-deterministic automaton recognizing R equals the number of nodes in a 
minimum-node transition graph recognizing R. 
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